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The presence of dislocations arising from strain relaxation strongly affects polaritons through their

photonic component and ultimately limits experiments involving polariton propagation. In this

work, we investigate the range of growth parameters to achieve high optical quality GaAs/

AlxGa1�xAs-based microcavities containing strained InxGa1�xAs quantum wells and using

differential interference contrast (Nomarski) microscopy deduce a design rule for homogeneous

versus disordered structures. We illustrate the effect of disorder by contrasting observations of

polariton condensates in relaxed and unrelaxed microcavities. In our optimized device, we generate

a polariton condensate and deduce a lifetime for the interacting polariton fluid of 396 2 ps.VC 2015

AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4905907]

Microcavity polaritons are the quasi-particles arising

from the strong-coupling between quantum well (QW) exci-

tons and photons. Since their first observation polaritons

have attracted a great deal of attention as they open the

solid-state up to investigations into a wide range of phenom-

ena such as condensation,1 superfluidity,2 vortices, and soli-

tons.3,4 Furthermore, polaritons promise applications in

devices such as amplifiers,5 transistors,6 and logic elements.7

However, for all of these, we require microcavities with lit-

tle, or no in-plane disorder.

A typical microcavity structure consists of two distributed

Bragg-reflector (DBR) mirrors forming a Fabry-P�erot cavity

containing several QWs. The DBR mirrors are formed by

alternate layers of materials with contrasting refractive indi-

ces. The reflectivity of these mirrors and the subsequent

Q-factor of the cavity are determined by the index contrast

between the layers and the number of repeats. Despite the sim-

ilarity in lattice constants (0.14% at room temperature) of

GaAs and AlAs, the large number of layers required to achieve

high reflectivity mean significant strain may be accumulated

in the structure. This strain may be relieved via dislocations

which form a characteristic crosshatch pattern.8 Disorder in

microcavities strongly modulates the potential experienced by

polaritons through the photonic component and may result in

partial9 or even total polariton confinement.10

Similarly, the Rabi splitting exhibited by a microcavity

is dependent upon the number and the confinement energy

(depth) and hence exciton oscillator strength of the QWs.

Using InxGa1�xAs QWs has the advantage that the GaAs

substrate is transparent for the emission wavelength allowing

for experiments in the transmission configuration. However,

the mismatch in lattice constants means that increasing either

the depth or number of QWs serves to increase the strain

in the structure. Therefore, the design of microcavity devices

is a compromise between figures of merit—such as the

Q-factor and Rabi splitting—and the accumulation of strain

which may lead to in-plane disorder. Several schemes have

been proposed to compensate for this lattice mismatch,

through the use of pseudo-alloys11 or by incorporation of

strain compensating layers of AlP in the DBR layers.12

However, the growth of high-quality and homogeneous

microcavities remains a technical obstacle to fundamental

research and to the development of polaritonic devices.

The energy stored per unit area in a bilaterally strained

elastically isotropic material is13

Est ¼ 2G
1þ r

1� r
�2kh; (1)

where h is the layer thickness, G is the shear modulus of the

material, r is Poisson’s ratio, and �k is the in-plane strain

arising from the mismatch in lattice constants between the

film (af) and substrate (as)

�k ¼
as � af

af
: (2)

For a microcavity, Eq. (1) becomes the sum over all

layers. Additionally, in the absence of strain relaxation, the

lattice constant perpendicular to the growth direction is fixed

throughout the structure by the substrate. Therefore, given

the material constants14 for each layer, the strain energy den-

sity for a particular microcavity design can be calculated.

In the People and Bean13 model, the strain energy den-

sity is equated with that associated with a dislocation to yield

a critical layer thickness (hc) above which defects form spon-

taneously to partially relieve the strain. Using Eq. (9a) from

Ref. 13 and the material parameters24,25 for AlAs on GaAs at

590 �C, this was calculated to give hc� 50 lm. In the

Matthews and Blakeslee model,8 the mechanical forces

along a threading dislocation are equated to give a much

lower critical thickness above which existing defects are

propagated through a multilayer structure. Using Eq. (5)

from Ref. 8 for AlAs on GaAs at 590 �C, hc� 1 lm. Without

knowing the origin of the crosshatch disorder, it is difficulta)Electronic mail: l.tinkler@sheffield.ac.uk
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to predict what design of microcavity would lead to strain

relaxation. Therefore, in this work, we systematically inves-

tigate the range of design parameters for the growth of

microcavities without in-plane disorder, using differential in-

terference contrast (Nomarski) microscopy to identify a limit

on the strain energy density before the onset of strain relaxa-

tion. We illustrate the effect of such in-plane disorder by

comparing observations of polariton condensates in relaxed-

and unrelaxed-samples.

All our designs consist of DBRs formed of alternate

layers of GaAs and AlxGa1�xAs and an n=2k GaAs cavity

containing one or more InxGa1�xAs QWs. The thickness of

the QW layers was 10 nm in all except sample 3 which con-

tained one 8 nm well. Table I details the composition and

number of DBR layers and QWs in each design. The samples

were grown by molecular beam epitaxy on GaAs(100) sub-

strates with all layers grown at a standard growth tempera-

ture of 590 �C to obtain high quality GaAs and AlGaAs,

except for the InGaAs QWs and subsequent 10 nm of GaAs

which were grown at 500 �C.

Fig. 1 shows Nomarski micrographs of samples 1 and 2.

Both show a crosshatch pattern arising from stress relaxation

along the [110] and [1�10] directions. The high density of

crosshatching in sample 1 is indicative of the strain energy

accumulated in the large number of DBR layers and QWs. It

was shown by Zajac, Langbein, and Clarke that even an

empty cavity with a similar number of DBR repeats may

undergo strain relaxation.12 In sample 2, the number of DBR

repeats and QWs, and thus total strain is reduced, which is

reflected in the reduced level of crosshatching.

Samples 1 and 2 also contain a number of “oval” defects

attributed to droplets emitted by the gallium cell during

growth.15 Whist these do not contribute to crosshatch disor-

der, they do affect the potential landscape. These defects

were eliminated in later samples by increasing the cell tip

temperature and out-gassing.

Using Al0.85Ga0.15As in the DBR reduces the lattice mis-

match with GaAs and thus the strain accumulated. However,

this reduces the index contrast in the mirror pairs and so more

repeats are required to maintain a similar Q-factor. Fig. 2

shows Nomarski micrographs of microcavity samples con-

taining 23(26) repeats of Al0.85Ga0.15As/GaAs in the upper

(lower) DBR mirrors. Fig. 2(a) shows a Nomarski micrograph

of sample 4 which contains three In0.04Ga0.96As QWs and

shows no visible sign of disorder. Sample 3, which contains

just one In0.04Ga0.96As QW, was similarly unrelaxed.

Finally, increasing the number or the strength of the

QWs enhances the coupling between the photon and exciton

modes but also contributes to the total strain. From the

Nomarski micrograph of sample 5 shown in Fig. 2(b), the

additional strain from six In0.06Ga0.94As QWs is sufficient to

cause strain relaxation.

Using Eq. (1), the strain energy which would be stored

in a particular design of microcavity in the absence of strain

relaxation was calculated. Fig. 3 shows results of this calcu-

lation for each design at various temperatures, which shows

a clear division between the relaxed and unrelaxed samples:

with the relaxed samples 1, 2, and 5 all lying to the upper

part of the figure and the unrelaxed samples 3 and 4 lying in

the lower part. At the growth temperature (590 �C), this divi-

sion occurs at a strain energy density of 0.356 0.01 J m�2,

placing a limit on the strain energy density before the onset

of strain relaxation. This was confirmed by repeated growths

of samples 2, 3, and 4.

On comparing this to the energy stored in a critically

thick layer of AlAs on GaAs at 590 �C using the expressions

from Refs. 13 and 8, we find that all the lines in Fig. 3 lie

between the critical values predicted by the two theories.

TABLE I. Microcavity designs detailing aluminum content and number of

repeats in the upper (U) and lower (L) DBR mirrors and the indium content,

and number of QWs.

Sample Al (%) U(L) DBR In (%) QWs

1 100 25(27) 6 6

2 100 21(22) 4 1

3 85 23(26) 4 1

4 85 23(26) 4 3

5 85 23(26) 6 6

FIG. 1. Nomarski micrographs of microcavity samples with AlAs/GaAs

DBR mirrors and containing six In0.06Ga0.94As QWs (a) and one In0.04Ga0.96
As QW (b). Identical scale used in each panel.

FIG. 2. Nomarski micrographs of microcavity samples with Al0.85Ga0.15As/

GaAs DBR mirrors containing three In0.04Ga0.96As QWs (a) and six

In0.06Ga0.94As QWs (b). Identical scale used in each panel.

FIG. 3. Calculated strain energy density versus temperature for microcavity

designs 1–5. Samples which showed evidence of crosshatch disorder are

indicated by dashed lines. Shaded areas indicate regions where all samples

were relaxed or unrelaxed, respectively.

021109-2 Tinkler et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 021109 (2015)
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That is, the strain energy density calculated for all designs is

above that required to propagate threading dislocations from

grown-in defects (0.11 J m�2) but well below that to sponta-

neously form new defects (5.3 J m�2). The system is thus

well away from mechanical equilibrium at which we would

expect to observe crosshatching above the Matthews and

Blakeslee limit. The limit we identify in this study therefore

corresponds to the edge of a metastable region where grown-

in defects are insufficiently mobile to result in observable

strain relaxation within the growth time (see Ref. 16).

To illustrate the effect of disorder upon polariton phe-

nomena, we compare the optical properties of relaxed and

unrelaxed microcavity samples. Samples 1 and 4 were placed

in a continuous-flow helium vapor cryostat and held at

approximately 5K. Excitation was provided by a tunable

Ti:sapphire laser focused to a 30 lm spot incident at 15�

(kx� 1.9 lm�1). The photoluminescence (PL) emission or its

Fourier transform was then imaged onto the entrance slit of a

single-grating spectrometer equipped with a CCD camera.

From angle-resolved PL measurements using non-

resonant excitation, sample 4 exhibits a vacuum Rabi splitting

of 4.4meV and a resolution limited lower polariton linewidth

of 0.10meV, corresponding to a Q-factor in excess of 15 000.

The cavity-exciton detuning varies across the sample due to a

rotation stop during growth. Fig. 4(a) shows the observed PL

spectrum, the fitted polariton dispersion, and deduced

uncoupled exciton- and cavity-modes. The detuning was cho-

sen to be slightly negative (�2.1meV).

The laser was brought into resonance with the lower

polariton branch by tuning the energy and incidence angle.

In this optical parametric oscillator (OPO)17 configuration,

pairs of pump polaritons are scattered to the ground state and

to an idler state at twice the pump wavenumber. Above a

threshold power density, this parametric scattering process

becomes stimulated leading to macroscopic occupation of

the ground state. For sample 4, this occurs at a threshold

power density of Pth¼ 1.5 kW cm�2 and is accompanied by

a nonlinear increase in emission intensity from the ground

state, and narrowing in momentum space. This is shown in

Fig. 4(b) in the angle-resolved spectrum of the emission

taken from a 30 lm diameter spot at the center of the con-

densate at P¼ 5Pth. Fig. 4(c) shows the corresponding real-

space image of the PL emission in which the condensate has

a smoothly varying spatial distribution (see line-cut in Fig.

4(d)), consistent with the results of Nomarski microscopy.

Above threshold, the predominantly repulsive polariton-

polariton interactions within the condensate result in a local

renormalization of the dispersion by 0.28meV. As a conse-

quence polaritons are expelled from the condensate with a

well defined momentum, their excess energy being trans-

formed into kinetic energy.18 This results in an isoenergetic

ring in momentum space shown in Fig. 4(e), the radius of

which is determined by the renormalization energy of the

condensate and the wavenumber corresponding to this energy

in the low density region. This is illustrated in Fig. 4(f), which

shows angle-resolved PL measurements taken from 30lm

regions at the center and 80lm away from the condensate.

The intensity of the expelled polaritons decays exponen-

tially away from the condensate on a characteristic length of

l¼ 45.86 0.5lm (Fig. 4(d)). The group velocity of these

polaritons is defined by the dispersion of the lower polariton

branch.19 For the expelled polaritons at ky¼ 0.746 0.02lm�1,

vg¼ 1.186 0.06lm ps�1. We therefore obtain a lifetime for

the polariton fluid of 396 2 ps from spol¼ l=vg
20which, due to

interaction with the pump, may differ from the free particle

lifetime. This is comparable to reports of tens of picoseconds

in similar optimized systems4,21 and up to 100 s of picoseconds

in ultra-high-Qmicrocavities.22

Fig. 4(g) shows a pseudo-color image of the emission in

the strongly relaxed sample under similar conditions in

which the condensate is strongly fragmented, forming in a

regular lattice pattern in sympathy with the crosshatch disor-

der.23 The emission from the bright spots increases nonli-

nearly above threshold and is accompanied by a narrowing

in linewidth and renormalization of the dispersion. Fig. 4(h)

shows the narrow distribution of emission in momentum

space above threshold as well as the presence of a clear ring

at jkkj � 1:9lm�1 corresponding to the Rayleigh scattering

of pump polaritons,26 indicating the presence of a large num-

ber of scattering centers. This Rayleigh ring was not

observed in the unrelaxed sample.

In conclusion, the presence of crosshatch disorder arising

from strain relaxation strongly affects the spatial uniformity of

polariton condensates by modulating the potential landscape,

ultimately limiting possible experiments involving polariton

FIG. 4. Angle-resolved photoluminescence spectrum of emission from sam-

ple 4 with non-resonant excitation (a) and above threshold (b) showing fitted

polariton dispersion (dashed) and deduced exciton- and cavity-modes

(solid). Pseudo-color real-space image of condensate (c) and natural loga-

rithm of emission intensity along at vertical cut at x¼�15lm (d) showing

fitted exponential decay away from condensate (red). Distribution of emis-

sion in momentum space above threshold (e). Angle-resolved photolumines-

cence spectra taken 80lm above (i), below (iii), and at the center (ii) of the

condensate (f). Pseudo-color real space image of condensate in sample 1 (g)

and distribution in momentum space (h). Panels (a) and (b), and (e) and (f)

share a color scale.
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propagation. Using Nomarski microscopy, we identify a limit

on the strain energy density for disorder-free AlxGa1�xAs/

GaAs-based microcavities containing InxGa1�xAs QWs. This

limit can be used as a design rule for future microcavity devi-

ces for use in transmission-based experiments into solitons,

vortices, or superfluidity.

We note that since our submission Cilibrizzi and co-

workers have reported the growth of a GaAs-based micro-

cavity containing InGaAs QWs using AlAsP/GaAs in the

DBR layers to prevent strain build-up.27

This work was supported by EPSRC Programme Grant

No. EP/J007544/1, ERC Advanced Investigator Grant

Excipol 320570, and the Leverhulme Trust.
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